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iClassics apps Only $0.99 this weekend
Published on 04/21/17
To get in the spirit of International Book Day, Barcelona-based iClassics Productions has
slashed the price of its immersive reading apps on the App Store. The iClassics Collection
offers a total of 9 immersive reading apps, meaning that the whole collection is available
for under $10 this weekend. Bookworms can get in the bookish mood this weekend and on
International Book Day thanks to the wealth of unique reading material iClassics
Productions offers.
Barcelona, Spain - To get in the spirit of International Book Day, iClassics Productions
has decided to slash the price of its immersive reading apps from $4.99 to only $0.99. The
iClassics Collection has a total of 9 immersive reading apps, meaning that the whole
collection is available for under $10 this weekend. Bookworms can get in the bookish mood
this weekend and on International Book Day thanks to the wealth of unique reading material
iClassics Productions offers.
Although specializing in the horror, terror, and macabre genres, the iClassics Collection
is, in fact, a diverse and dynamic buffet of literary gems, with a range of the greatest
authors from the western literary canon. H.P. Lovecraft, Edgar Allan Poe, Charles Dickens,
Oscar Wilde, Arthur Conan Doyle, Washington Irving, and Jack London are the giants that
iClassics Productions decided to take on when they sought to produce the iClassics
Collection.
As opposed to many interactive books one can find while perusing the iTunes App Store, the
iClassics Collection is truly artistic, with highly artistic illustration paying homage to
the works of the greats through their beauty and mystery. And it doesn't stop at
illustration, alone. Animation, FX, interactivity, and music all come together to create a
wholly creative and unique experience.
Get the entire iClassics Collection for under $10, and find yourself at the forefront of a
literary revolution. Show it to your friends on International Book Day, brag about having
it, spread the word, and be part of something entirely fresh and innovative. If you do,
you'll doubtlessly be left craving more, and more.
Word is about town that the iClassics Collection is far from being complete, with many
exciting projects and creations stocked up in the pipeline!
Pricing and Availability:
To celebrate International Book Day, all apps will be priced at $0.99 for a limited time
only.
iClassics Productions:
http://www.iclassicscollection.com
iClassics Collection on iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/developer/iclassics-productions-s.l./id943365655
Media Assets:
https://iclassics.pixieset.com/

iClassics Productions, S.L was founded in 2015 by the experienced management team of Play
Creatividad. iClassics Productions, S.L is formed by creative and talented individuals,
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who apply their skills and drive to create uplifting book apps using the masterpieces of
universal literature. iClassics collection brings classical literature alive and is though
for the new generations through entertainment and the use of cutting edge technologies.
We've reinvented the 'reading' concept by transforming it into a unique immersive
experience where the user engages, interacts, and feels part of the stories. iClassics
does not only makes book apps, we became a reference for interactive literature. All
Material and Software (C) 2017 iClassics Productions, S.L / All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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